Abstract. Using genetic algorithm to optimize BP neural network can solve the problem of slow training speed of BP neural network and easy to fall into local minimum points. GA-BP neural network model for forecasting rural highway flood destruction can realize the effective combination of global optimization and local optimization, greatly improving the learning performance and the convergence of flood destruction forecast model. It is proved that the GA-BP neural network has fast calculation speed, and excellent flood destruction forecast function for rural highway.
Introduction
The flood destruction is the damage phenomenon and process of various engineering structures and facilities along the highway after suffering storm, flood erosion, water soaked and other water effect [1] . During annual rainy season, Western Zhejiang will face the damage of flood destruction, especially rural highway suffers severe damage. Though using BP neural network to forecast the flood destruction has its superiority, its training speed is slow and it is easy to fall into local minimum points, which restricts the application of the flood destruction forecast. However, the genetic algorithm stars search from one population of the possibly potential solution set of the representative issue, with the ability of global optimization. It can optimize the BP neural network structure, initialize weight number and threshold value, so as to improve the accuracy and stability of BP neural network flood destruction forecast results. This study adopts GA-BP neural network to the constitute flood destruction prediction model, to provide support for the prevention and treatment of flood destruction disaster in Western Zhejiang rural areas.
The Establishment of GA_BP Neural Network Model for Rural Highway Flood Destruction Forecast

BP Neural Network Model
BP neural network is a multilayer feedforward neural network proposed by Rumelhart in 1985, with high arithmetic speed, high solution efficiency, strong self-learning ability and other advantages, which is widely used in the field of engineering [2-] . BP neural network generally includes the input layer, hidden layer and output layer, and the neurons of each layer form complete connection, while neurons in the same layer are not connected the topology structure as shown in Figure 1 . BP neural network learning consists of information forward-propagating and error backward-propagating [3] . BP neural network has favorable self -learning, self-adaption, self -organizing and strong faulttolerance and nonlinear processing ability, and its application range involves many fields such as expert system, pattern recognition and so on. [4] . 
GA-BP Neural Network Model
The initial weight value and threshold value of BP neural network are chosen randomly, without optimization, so it is easy to cause slow network convergence speed, and easy to fall into local optimal solution. The genetic algorithm (Genetic Algorithm, referred to as GA) is a kind of parallel random search optimization method, with excellent global optimization ability. Adopt the genetic algorithm to optimize the spatial distribution of BP initial weight value and threshold value; obtain optimal BP neural network initial weight value and threshold value through selection, crossover and mutation and other methods, which can effectively improve the convergence rate of BP neural network, and reduce the possibility that BP algorithm falls into local optimum [5] [6] [7] . The forecast flow diagram for optimized BP neural network model based on genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 
Main Factors Influencing Rural Highway Flood Destruction
Due to massive data of Zhejiang rural highway flood destruction, some data collection is difficult, such as rainfall. Upon combining the research contents in this chapter, considering the importance and easy access of evaluation index, rainfall capacity will be represented by rainfall type and rainfall duration, meanwhile side slope grade, slope height, cohesive force and friction angle will serve as the model input index. Carry out level quantification according to the specific situation of flood destruction, as shown in Table 1 . Select 40 representative samples data from massive flood destruction date of Zhejiang rural highway as model training samples and testing samples, as shown in table 2. 
Forecast Calculation for Rural Highway Flood Destruction by GA-BP Neural Network
Select the first 35 sets of data in Table. 2 as the training samples, the latter 5 sets of data as test samples. In order to ensure the sample data in the same order of magnitude, the neural network input and output data will be normalized. Adopt 3-layer BP neural network, meanwhile the input layer nodes is determined as 6, the hidden layer nodes of 10, and the output layer nodes of 1. Adopt genetic algorithm to optimize BP neural network's initial weight and threshold value, of which population size is 20, maximum evolution generation of 200, crossover probability of 0.4, mutation probability of 0.06. Cary out training on GA-BP neural network for 493 times, while the training times of solely adopting BP neural network reach 1460 times. The results show that the flood destruction forecast value and actual value of GA-BP neural network and BP neural network basically reach ideal level. For the latter 5 sets of data serving as the posterior forecast input samples, the comparison results of forecast value and actual value is shown in Table 3 . 
Forecast Structural Analysis
The forecast results show that the GA-BP neural network model for rural highway flood destruction forecast has more advantages than that of BP neural network model. First of all, with respect to maximum error 16.67% of BP neural network flood destruction forecast, GA-BP has smaller relative error, maximum of 8.33%. This shows that the GA-BP neural network model for rural highway flood destruction forecast has higher precision. Secondly, compared with 1460 training times of BP neural network flood destruction forecast, GA_BP has less training times, and shorter training time is. This shows that the GA-BP neural network model can well solve the disadvantages of slow training speed and easy to fall into local minimum points of BP neural network. This is because MATLAB will randomly gives network initial weight value and threshold value in every training time of BP neural network, while different weight value and threshold value will produce different training results, with both good and poor training results. Genetic algorithm optimize neural network weight value and threshold value, more stable, more accurate results.
Conclusion
The application of GA-BP neural network is a new attempt to forecast flood destruction in Western Zhejiang rural highway. Slow training speed and easy to fall into local minimum points of BP neural network restricts the application of the flood destruction forecast. But the genetic algorithm stars search from one population of the possibly potential solution set of the representative issue, with the ability of global optimization. It can optimize the BP neural network structure, initialize weight number and threshold value, so as to improve the accuracy and stability of BP neural network flood destruction forecast results. The forecast results show that the GA-BP neural network model has shorter training time, fast convergence speed and high precision, not easy to fall into local minimum points during learning process. The application of GA-BP neural network to establish flood destruction model and predict flood destruction in Western Zhejiang rural highway is feasible.
